Optical microscopy and spectroscopy technologies are well established and are remarkably powerful. Critical to any discussion of them are the hndamental limitations of conventional microscopy. In the case of imaging objects with optical fields propagating in the far-field zone, the fundamental constraint is the diffraction of light which limits conventional optical microscopy to a spatial resolution comparable to onehalf wavelength, or about 200 nm for visible light. As problems of interest push further into the nanometric regime, the importance of imaging techniques that allow nanoscale resolution or sensitivity has been steadily increasing. Near-field optical techniques making use of the evanescent field have been developed to overcome the diffraction limit of far-field optics. In particular, a proximal-probe technique called near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) has extended the range of optical measurements beyond the diffraction limit and stimulated interest in many disciplines, especially material and biological However, the low light-collection efficiency, relatively slow image-acquisition rate, and incapability to image or sense objects below the surface of NSOM fundamentally limits its utility. An alternative to NSOM, solid immersion lens (SIL) microscopy,6 reduces the wavelength by immersing the object space in a material with a high refractive index. This improves resolution without a large loss of light. More recently, a tip-enhanced near-field optical microscopy technique has been de~eloped."~ This technique combines SIL microscopy with enhanced focusing caused by a strongly peaked electric field adjacent to a sharply pointed metal tip. With this technique, spectroscopic measurements having a spatial resolution of 10 nm have been achieved.'
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In this paper, we report what we believe to be the first evidence of localized photonic nanojets generated at the shadow-side surfaces of micron-scale, circular dielectric cylinders illuminated by a plane wave. Using high-resolution finite-difference timedomain (FDTD) numerical modeling," we have found that photonic nanojets have waists smaller than the diffraction limit and propagate over several optical wavelengths without significant diffraction. We have further found that such nanojets can enhance the backscattering of visible light by nanometer-scale dielectric particles located within the nanojets by several orders of magnitude. Not involving evanescent fields and not requiring mechanical scanning, photonic nanojets may provide a new means to detect and image nanoparticles of size well below the diffraction limit. This may provide a new ultramicroscopy technique for using visible light to detect and image nanoparticles such as proteins, viral particles, and even single molecules; and monitoring molecular synthesis and aggregation processes of importance in many areas of biology, chemistry, material sciences, and tissue engineering.
Several calculations have been reported for the spatial distributions of the internal and near-external electromagnetic fields of plane-wave-illuminated infinite circular dielectric These calculations have shown that high-intensity peaks can exist in both the internal and near-external fields along the incident axis even for nonresonant conditions. The location and the intensity of these near-field peaks depend upon the refractive index contrast between the cylinder and its surrounding medium, as well as the size parameter x = ka = 27~a/ll of the cylinder (where a is the radius and 1 is the incident wavelength).'2 More recently, interior and exterior caustics produced in the scattering of a diagonally incident plane wave by a circular cylinder have been examined using ray theoryI3 and the semiclassical limit of electromagnetic wave scattering theory. l4
Using high-resolution FDTD numerical solutions of Maxwell's equations, we have revisited the phenomenology of the generation of peaks of the intemal and near-extemal fields of a plane-wave-illuminated dielectric cylinder. Previously, the FDTD method has shown promise in calculating scattering by realistic particles because of its ability to model complex surface shapes and intemal structure^.'^^'^^'^ The two-dimensional (2-D) transverse magnetic (TM) case has been considered, i.e., wherein the incident magnetic field vector is perpendicular to the axis of an infinitely long cylinder of fixed cross section. Optical wavelengths of about 500 nm and cylinder diameters of about 5 pm have been investigated. Our FDTD computer code was first verified by calculating the differential scattering cross section of several homogeneous, isotropic, circular dielectric cylinders and comparing these results to the exact solution based on the separation-ofvariables method." The perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary condition18 was used in our FDTD simulations to efficiently terminate the outer boundary of the computational lattice. With the FDTD space lattice having a uniform square cell size of 1.25 nm (finer than l/lOOth dielectric wavelength for all computer runs), the results for the scattering cross section agreed with the exact solution to within kl.5 dB over the entire range of scattering angles for all cases studied. Typical computational dynamic ranges for this level of agreement were 60 dB.
Having validated the FDTD numerical modeling procedure, we proceeded to study in detail the intemal and near-extemal fields of a series of homogeneous, isotropic, circular dielectric cylinders. Fig. 1 shows key results that illustrate the evolution of a photonic nanojet as the refractive index of the cylinder is changed relative to that of its surrounding medium. In this case, we consider an infinite dielectric circular cylinder of electric field for n, = 3.5, 2.5, and 1.7, respectively. With each decrease of n, , it is evident that the intemal electric-field peak shifts toward the shadow-side surface of the cylinder along the forward direction. Finally, the electric-field peak emerges from the shadow-side surface of the cylinder in Fig. I(c) as a stTong jet-like distribution. The most striking feature of this photonic jet is that it is neither evanescent nor diffracting. It has a length of about 900 nm (slightly less than 2%) and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) waist of about 250 nm (0.5%). In terms of intensity (defined as squared electric field) distribution, it has a waist of about 200 nm, smaller than one-half wavelength. The emergence of a photonic jet from the shadow-side surface of this dielectric cylinder for n, -2 is primarily consistent with previous work on optical caustics generated by dielectric circular cylinder^.'^,^^ For scattering of a normally incident plane wave, the position of the cusp point focal line of the interior cusp caustics generated by dielectric circular cylinders embedded within an infinite vacuum medium is given by" whereas the cusp point focal line of the exterior caustics consisting of a p = 1 near-zone cylindrical aberration cusp caustic is given byI3.l4
where a is the radius of the cylinder, n, is the refractive index of the cylinder, and p denotes the number of intemal chords of the ray trajectories, i.e., the family of rays that produces either an interior or exterior caustic has undergone p -1 intemal reflections before the caustic is formed. Eqs. (1) and (2) f=a(-l)P/(2p -1-n,) (1) f = a n , / [ W , -111
The photonic nanojet shown in Fig, l(c) can be made thinner by increasing the nfiactive index of the surrounding medium, which is equivalent to decreasing the wavelength of the incident light. This is shown in Fig. 2(a) , which visualizes the FDTDctihulated envelope of the sinusoidal steady-state electric field distribution for the patameter set of d = 5 pm, n, = 3.5, n, = 2.0, and .2, = 250 nm. The photonic jet of Fig; 2 (a) has a waist of about 160 nm and a length of about 400 nm. In terms of intensity dktiibution, it has a waist of about 120 nm, smaller than one-half wavelength. We have d&"ined that photonic nanojets similar to that in Fig. 2 (a) can be generated using a vilriety of combinations of d , n, , nz , and .2, provided that n, /n, and d / A are not chsltiged from the case of Fig. 2(a) . This is shown in Fig. 2@ ), which visualizes the FDTD-calculated envelope of the sinusoidal steady-state electric field distribution for the pwatneter set of d = 6 pm, n, = 2.3275, nz = 1.33, and A = 300 nm. The photonic jet of Pig. 2(b) has a waist of about 200 nm and a length of about 500 nm. In terms of inteabity distribution, it has a waist of about 130 nm, smaller than one-half wavelength. As a final example, Fig. 2(c) illustrates the photonic nanojet produced by the parameter combination d = 10 pm, n, = 2.3275, n, = 1.33, and .2, = 300 nm. All parameters for this case are the same as for Fig. 2(b) except that the cylinder diameter is increased from 6 pin to 10 pm. Here, the jet has a length of about 1000 nm and a waist of about 200 nm.
In tePms of intensity distribution, it has a waist of about 140 nm, smaller than one-half wavelength. From these studies, we conclude that the length of the photonic nanojet is effWtively controlled by the size of the cylinder whereas the waist of the photonic naniet is determined by the incident wavelength in the surrounding medium.
Our further computational investigations of the photonic nanojets illustrated in Figs. l(6) and 2 indicate that such jets can greatly enhance the effective backscattering of light by n8nometer-scale dielectric particles located within the jets by several orders of magnitude, specifically by -IO4 for the 5-nm object and -10' for the 10-nm object.
